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We give an illustration of a construction useful in producing and describing 
models of Girard and Reynolds’ polymorphic I-calculus. The key unifying ideas are 
that of a Grothendieck tibration and the category of continuous sections associated 
with it, constructions used in indexed category theory; the universal types of the 
calculus are interpreted as the category of continuous sections of the fibration. As a 
major example a new model for the polymorphic I-calculus is presented. In it a 
type is interpreted as a Scott domain. In fact, understanding universal types of the 
polymorphic I-calculus as categories of continuous sections appears to be useful 
generally. For example, the technique also applies to the tinitary projection model 
of Bruce and Longo, and a recent model of Girard. (Indeed the work here was 
inspired by Girard’s and arose through trying to extend the construction of his 
model to Scott domains.) It is hoped that by pin-pointing a key construction this 
paper will help towards a deeper understanding of models for the polymorphic 
I-calculus and the relations between them. d 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Jean-Yves Girard presented his discovery of the polymorphic A-calculus 
in the paper [7]. His motivations came from proof-theory and his use of 
the calculus to represent proofs in second-order arithmetic. Later, in [21], 
John Reynolds rediscovered the calculus independently though his 
motivation was different, it being to provide a formal basis to certain 
polymorphic type disciplines in programming languages. In designing the 
calculus, Girard and Reynolds each extended the typed I-calculus to allow 
a form of parametric polymorphism. Types include universal types which 
are types of polymorphic terms, thought of as describing those functions 
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which are defined in a uniform manner at all types. Terms can be applied 
to types and in this sense can be parameterised by types. 

In more detail, type variables a are introduced into the typed A-calculus 
so, for instance, Ax: CL x should be thought of as the identity function on 
the type denoted by LX. The polymorphic identity function, the term which 
denotes the identity function on any type, is denoted by the term AZ. ix: 
tl. x. It has a universal type denote by Z7u. c( + a. Given a type CJ r, a term 
Ax. t of universal type l7ci. g2 can be instantiated to a term [~,/a] t which 
then has type [a,/a]a,, and so, for instance, the polymorphic identity 
above instantiates at type (T to the identity Ix: g. x of type CJ + 0. 

While the pioneering work of Girard contains most of the results on the 
syntax of the calculus, an understanding of its models and semantics has 
developed more slowly and is still incomplete. There is a trivial model got 
by interpreting types as either the empty or one-point set. While from a 
proof-theoretic view there may be some use in this when the one-point set 
represents true and the empty set false (e.g., to prove consistency as in 
[25]), it is clearly inadequate as a model of polymorphism. In essence, the 
difficulty of providing nontrivial models arises from the impredicative 
nature of the calculus; in the abstraction of a universal type ZZcl. 0 the type- 
variable CI is understood to range over all types including the universal type 
itself. This makes it impossible to interpret types as nontrivial sets in a 
classical set theory (see [20]) although, lately, Pitts has shown how 
polymorphism can be interpreted in a constructive set theory [lS]. Until 
recently the only nontrivial models known were either term models or 
realisability models [7] or, following ideas of McCracken [17] and Scott, 
models based on a universal domain in which types are coded-up as 
particular kinds of retracts. The latter are models for stronger calculi with a 
type of types and so are not tailored directly to the requirements of 
polymorphic I-calculus and do not in themselves suggest a general 
definition of model for the calculus. In his paper [8], Girard produced an 
interesting new model in which types of the polymorphic A-calculus are 
represented as certain kinds of objects called qualitative domains, work 
which was extended in [4]. The category of domains used in [S, 43 is not 
the usual one taken in denotational semantics-in particular the 
morphisms are functions which are stable in the sense of Berry and not just 
Scott continuous. The work left open the question of whether or not a 
model similar to Girard’s could be found in the more traditional category 
of Scott domains and continuous functions. 

One achievement of this paper is to present such a model for the 
polymorphic A-calculus. It can be viewed as doing with Scott domains and 
continuous functions what Girard did with qualitative domains and stable 
functions. Types will be interpreted as Scott domains and types with free 
type variables, called “variable types” by Girard, as continuous functors on 
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a category of Scott domains. Although Girard’s work provided inspiration, 
the construction of domains to denote universal types is different. 

We have taken trouble to expose the abstract construction of which our 
model is an instance. A key unifying idea is that of a Grothendieck 
libration and the category of its continuous sections. A universal type is 
interpreted as a category (in this case a domain) of continuous sections of a 
fibration. Looked at in this way, Girard’s construction, the retract models 
of McCracken and Scott, and the construction here are all based on instan- 
ces of a common idea, that universal types are interpreted as continuous 
sections of a Grothendieck libration. 

We briefly outline the paper. The following section, Section 2, introduces 
the basic ideas of domain theory and category theory on which we shall 
rely. Section 3 contains a treatment of Grothendieck fibrations and 
continuous sections, instances of which are given for domains; taking the 
base category to be a domain we obtain constructions to represent the 
dependent sum and product types as used in, e.g., Martin-L6f type theory 
while taking a suitable category of domains as the base category we get a 
construction we shall use later as the denotation of universal types. For 
concreteness, we show how the construction can be carried out in 
the framework of information systems-an elementary representation of 
domains. Section 4 contains proofs of several of the technical lemmas 
needed for the demonstration that our construction yields a model of the 
polymorphic kcalculus. Section 5 gives the syntax of the polymorphic 
i-calculus with its equational rules and Section 6 its denotational semantics 
accompanied by proofs of the soundness of the rules. In Section 7 where we 
show how the traditional domain models of polymorphism of McCracken 
and Scott using retracts can be cast in this light (very similar ideas appear 
in the thesis work of Taylor, [29]). Finally, in the conclusion, we present 
our views on the state of the at of models for polymorphism. 

As we have already stated the work of Girard has been a guiding 
influence on this work. We have received encouragement and advice from a 
number of people whom we thank; we are grateful to Martin Hyland for 
pointing-out that a construction we produced could be based on a 
Grothendieck fibration, to Eugenio Moggi for the remark that this 
construction applied to Girard’s model as well, and to Pino Rosolini 
for valuable discussions. The significance of librations in modelling 
polymorphism has been anticipated in the thesis work of Paul Taylor (see 
[29]) who gave a category-theoretic analysis of the concept of a type of 
types using indexed category theory (but exclusively, it seems, considering 
domains indexed by partial orders and not as here by categories of 
embeddings). 
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2. CATEGORIES AND DOMAINS 

In this section we review basic concepts from category and domain 
theory. Its purpose is largely to establish notation and terminology. We 
assume the reader has some familiarity with these topics. A knowledge of 
the results in [28] would be a good starting point; most of the proofs for 
results stated in this section can be found there. 

Let (I, d ) be a partial order. We say that I is directed if it is nonempty 
and, for any i and j in Z, there is a k E Z such that i < k and j 6 k. A partial 
order (D, 6 ) having a least element I is said to be complete (and we say 
that D is a complete partial order, abbreviated to cpo) if every directed 
subset MS D has a least upper bound VD. A point x of a cpo D is said to 
be finite if, for every directed collection ME D such that x d VM, there is a 
y E M such that x 6 y. Let B, denote the collection of finite elements of D. 
The cpo D is algebraic if, for every XE D, the set M= {x,, E B,lxO <x} is 
directed and x = VM, A cpo D is bounded complete if every bounded subset 
of D has a least upper bound. We call bounded algebraic cpo’s Scott 
domains or just domains. In a domain least upper bounds of finite sets of 
finite elements are finite, when they exist. 

A function f: D -+ E between cpo’s D and E is monotonic if it is order 
preserving, i.e., if x < y then f(x) < f(y). A monotonic function f: D + E 
between cpo’s D and E is continuous if f(VM) = Vf(M) for any directed 
MS D. Domains with continuous functions form a category D which is 
very important for denotational semantics. It is Cartesian-closed. Let D and 
E be two domains. Their product is the domain D x E consisting of pairs of 
elements ordered coordinatewise, with the obvious projections. Their 
function space D -+ E consists of the continuous functions from D to E 
ordered pointwise, sometimes called the extensional order, i.e., 

fGg iff VdE D, f(d) 6 g(d). 

A pair of continuous functions (A g), with f: D + E and g: E + D 
between cpo’s D, E, is said to be an embedding-projection pair if g 0 f(d) = d, 
for all de D, fo g(e) < e, for all e E E; then f is called the embedding and g 
the projection. We use equally the notations f 0 g or fg for the composition 
of functions, and use the following notation to pick out the embedding and 
projection parts of an embedding-projection pair h = (f, g): let hL. = f and 
h R = g. We remark that as embedding-projection pairs are an example of 
an adjunction, in this case between very simple partial order categories, it 
follows that an embedding determines its accompanying projection uni- 
quely and vice versa. The category of domains with embedding-projection 
pairs as morphisms will be of central importance to us. We call the 
category D EP, and write h E DEP(D, E) to mean h is an embedding- 
projection pair, with embedding part a function hL: D + E. We take the 
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composition of two embedding-projection pairs h = (hL, h “) E D EP(D, E) 
andk=(kL,kR)EDEP(E,F)tobekah=(kLoh~,hRokR)EDEP(D,~).The 
identity of a domain D in this category is the pair (id,, id,). 

A partial order (Z, < ) forms a category in which the objects are the 
elements of Z and the set of morphisms from point x to point y, written 
D(x, y), is a one point set when x Q y and is empty otherwise. A directed 
family in DEP consists of a functor from a directed set (Z, < ) to DEP; as 
such it provides an indexing of a family of objects Di E D EP, for i E Z, and 
morphisms f, E D EP(Xi, X,), for i 6 j, so that f,, = id D, and fik = fjkfij 
whenever i < j< k. A cone for such a directed family is a family of 
morphisms (pi l DEP(Di, D)),,,, for a domain D, such that pi = pj 0 fi/ for 
all i, j E I. Note that because embeddings are manic the morphisms fU of the 
directed family are uniquely determined by the cone. And in future we shall 
most often speak of a cone for a directed family without troubling to 
mention the directed family of which it is a cone; this will always be 
understood to be that uniquely determined directed family with morphisms 
fi,=p,!pf, for i, jeZ. A directed colimit is a cone (pieDEP(Di, D))i,, 
for a directed family, with the universal property that for any other 
cone, (pi eDEP(Di, D’))iE,, there is a unique mediating morphism 
h ED EP(D, D’) such that p: = pi 0 h for all in Z, that is, an initial object in 
the category of cones. In general, we say that a category C is directed 
complete if it has colimits for all directed families. So, in particular, a cpo is 
directed complete when regarded as a category. 

The category DEP is another example of a directed complete category, 
and we shall often be concerned with calculations involving its directed 
colimits. It will be useful to relate embedding-projection pairs into a 
common domain D via certain morphisms in DEP(D, D) which correspond 
to the images of the embeddings in D. 

LEMMA 1. Let X, Y, D be domains. Let f E DEP(X, D) and 
gEDEP( Y, D). Then 

(gRofL,fRogL)EDEP(X, Y) i$f- f=ofR<gLogR. 

THEOREM 2. The category DEP is directed complete. A cone 
<Pi ~D~~(Dt,Dl)is, is a directed colimit iff { p ,+ 0 p ,f ( i E Z} is directed in 
D+D and 

id, =V {p~op,!Ii~Z}. 

THEOREM 3. Let D be a domain. Then 

{f"of"l f EDEP(X, D)for some X} 
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is a directed subset of finite elements in D + D and 

id.=V{f”~f”lfEDEP(X,D)forsomefiniteX}. 

By virtue of Theorem 2 we see Theorem 3 implies that a domain is the 
colimit of the finite domains which embed into it. From the fact that the set 
in the theorem is directed we deduce the following: 

LEMMA 4. Let f,, ED~~(X,,, D) and fi l DEP(XI, D), where X,, X, 
are finite domains. Then there is a finite domain X and g E DEP(X, D) 
sothatg,=(gRof0L,fgR.gL)~DEP(XO,X)andg,=(gROf~,fPOgL)~ 
DEP(X,, X) withf, = gg, andf, = gg,. 

From the fact that the elements in the set in Theorem 3 are finite we 
deduce: 

LEMMA 5. Suppose (pi ED~~(D~, D))i,, is a directed colimit in DEP. Zf 
X is a finite domain and f E DEP(X, D) then there is some i E Z and 
h E DEP(X, Di) such that f = pi 0 h. 

Given categories C and C’, we define the product category C x C’ to be 
the category which has as objects pairs (C, C’), where C and C’ are objects 
of C and C’, respectively. The arrows are pairs (f, g): (X, X’) -P (Y, Y’), 
where f~ C(X, Y) and gEC’(X’, Y’) with the obvious composition and 
identity. There are also projections 

Fst c, C’ : c x C’ + c 

Snd,,,.:CxC’+C’. 

When understood from context, the subscripts will usually be dropped. 
If F, : C --t C 1 and F2: C + C, are functors, then there is a unique 
functor (F1,F,): C+C,xC, such that Fsto(F1,FZ)=F, and 
Snd o (F, , F, ) = F,. In particular, the diagonal functor A: C + C x C is 
(Idc, Id,). If F: C, + C, and F’: C’, + C; then we define 

FxG=(FoFst,GoSnd):C, xC,+C’, XC;. 

We write 1 for the terminal category which has one object and one arrow 
and lc for the unique functor from a category C to 1. Given a category C 
and a number n > 0, we define the nth power C” of C by taking Co = 1 and 
C ” + ’ = C” x C. More generally, we define the multiary product of a list of 
categories by setting x ( )= 1 and x (C,, . . . . C, + ,)= ( x (C,, . . . . C,)) x 
C n+l. 

A functor F: C + C’ between directed complete categories C and C’ is 
continuous just in case it preserves directed colimits. A continuous function 
is thus an example of a continuous functor on categories which are partial 
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orders. It is easy to check that a functor F: C, x Cz + C is continuous iff it 
is continuous in each of its arguments individually. As our categories C will 
often have the form (DEP)m the problem of verifying continuity we often 
reduce to the problem of whether or not functors F: DEP-+ DEP are 
continuous. To verify the continuity of such a factor it is very useful to 
employ the following: 

LEMMA 6. A functor I? DEP + DEP is continuous rff whenever X is a 
domain and there is a family of domains Xi and functions fi E D”‘(X;, X), 
such that {f:ofRliEI} is directed and V, ff-of,!=idx, then V,FL(fi)o 
FR(fi) = idF,x,. 

The product operator x on categories cuts down to a continuous 
functor 

x: DEPxDEP-+DEP. 

When D and E are domains, we write id,, fst D,E, and snd,. rather than 
Id,, Fst,., and Snd,,. The function space operator --P is also a functor 
on DEP. Suppose f E DEP(X, xl) and g E DEP( Y, Y’). Then we define 
f + gEDEP(X+ Y, X’+ Y’) by setting 

(f +g)L(h)=gL.hofR 

for h E D( X, Y) and 

for h’ E D(X’, Y’). 
When functors on DEP take several arguments we can make their 

manipulation a little tidier by introducing the following notation. Given a 
functor F C -P DEP, we define a functor FL: C + D as follows. The action 
of FL on objects of C is the same as F. Given a function f EC(X, Y), we 
define FL(f) = (F( f )) L E D(F(X), F( Y)). We also define a functor FR: 
Cop + D by taking the action of FR on objects to be that of F and defining 
FR(f) = (F(f))“sD(F( Y), F(X)). We may also write (Ff)R or even I;(f)” 
when the meaning is clear from context. 

In our semantic treatment of type expressions we will have to cope with 
the presence of free type-variables and a type expression will denote a 
functor whose arguments provide an environment associating values with 
these variables. It is convenient to define generalisations of the product and 
function space functors on DEP to cope with these extra parameters. Given 
functors F: C + DEP and G: C + DEP we define 

F# G= x o(FxG)~A:C+D~~ 

F=sG= + ~(FxG)oA:C-+DEP 
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We also define a multiary version of the # operation by taking # ( ) to be 
the functor 1 c into the trivial domain and setting #(F,, . . . . F, + 1) = 
# (F,, . . . . F,) # F, + , . Given functors F,, . . . . F, and numbers n > i 2 1, we 
define ith projection 

p’l;: x (F,(X), . . . . F,,(X)) + F,(X) 

by taking 

i 
fst 

i,n - I 
pig = x(FIcXJ, .,F”-lix)LF”(x) “Px if i<n 

snd X(Fl(X). . ..F”-Ilx)LFll(x) otherwise. 

To keep the number of parentheses to a minimum in the calculations we 
make, it is helpful to introduce some binding conventions. We will assume 
that association is to the left, so an expression such asfxy orf(x)(y) will 
be parsed as (f(x))(y). This convention also holds for the application of a 
section to an object; so f(tfx parses as (f( t))x. However, we read an 
expression such as tccx) as t,,,,,, so thaWGcx, parses as (f(f)),GcX,,. We 
assume that application binds more tightly than composition; so 
FR(f)oFR(g) parses as (FR(j))a(FR(g)) and fat, parses asfo(tx). For 
functors, we assume that # binds more tightly than a, so that 
F, # F2 Z. F parses as (F, # F?) 3 F. We assume that 17” (introduced in 
Section 3) binds more tightly than either # or a. Application will bind 
more tightly than x or +, so that F(X) x G(X) parses as (F(X)) x (G(X)). 

3. INTERPRETING TYPES 

In our approach, closed types (those with no free type variables) will 
denote domains. Types with free variables will denote functors on domains 
which yield a domain once they are given an instantiation of their free 
variables. Thought of in this way the denotation of a type ncr. u should be 
a functor taking one less argument than that for 0 in a way which respects 
the rules of the polymorphic A-calculus. In this section we work towards 
the definition of an operation on functors to achieve this. The operation, 
again called n, shares many properties with universal quantification, and 
indeed can be viewed abstractly in a similar way, as right adjoint to the 
operation of “padding out” a functor with an extra argument. Our 
treatment conforms to the category-theoretic definition of model for the 
polymorphic A-calculus proposed by Seely [24], though for the most part 
we shall express our ideas concretely, through giving particular construc- 
tions on domains. Our more concrete approach will, however, be enough 
here (in the same way that it is not necessary to know what a cartesian- 
closed category is in order to understand what it means to be a model of 
simple typed lambda-calculus). A slight exception to this approach arises in 
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the construction of 17 which we show is a special case of a general one, 
traditional in category theory, that of sections of the Grothendieck 
tibration of a functor. Other familiar constructions on types like dependent 
sum and product arise as special cases too. 

3.1. Fibrations and Sections 

Let F: C -+ Cat be a continuous functor from a category C to the 
category of all categories. Define the Grothendieck Jibration of F to be the 
category CF consisting of 

l objects which are pairs (X, t  x), where X E C and t  ,r E F(X), and 

l morphisms (X, tx) + (Y, t  y) which are pairs (f, a), where f: X + Y 
in C and a: F(f)(t,) + t y in F(Y) 

with the composition of two morphisms (f, a): (X, tx) + (Y, t y) and (g, /3): 
(Y, t y) -, (Z tZ) given by 

(g, S)o(.L a) = kof, BoF(g)(a)). 

Then CF is a category with the identity morphism on (X, tx) being 
(id,, id,,). 

The projection p: CF + C is defined to be the functor which takes (f, a): 
(X, tx)+(Y, ty) tof: x+ Y. 

We remark that our definition of Grothendieck libration is not quite 
standard as it is tradional to work with opposite categories and, conse- 
quently, have the functor F take arguments in a category Cop (so that 
cofibration would perhaps be a letter name); for our purposes this would 
be inconvenient. 

The construction Z7F has continuous sections as objects. A section of CF 
is a functor s: C -P ZF such that p 0 s = id c, and, of course, a continuous 
section is such a functor which is continuous. Taking sections as objects we 
form a category by taking morphisms to be Cartesian natural trans- 
formations, i.e., those natural transformations which project under p to 
identify morphisms in C. A typical morphism between sections is a natural 
transformation v from a section s to section s’ consisting of a family 
(VX)XE c of morphisms v x: s(X) --f s’(X) in CF, where p(v x) = id, for all 
XE C. Of course, each component vx of such a natural transformation 
must have the form vx = (id,, a,) with ax: tx --t t>, where s(X) = (X, tx) 
and s’(X) = (X, t>). Being a natural transformation ensures that for all f: 
X + Y we have v ,, 0 s(f) = s’(f) o v x. The category Z7F is defined to be the 
full subcategory of continuous sections. 
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3.2. Families Indexed by a Domain 

We shall be concerned with librations and sections solely for the case in 
which the functor F takes values which are domains. Then for special forms 
of base category C the structure ZTF, in general a category, will be 
isomorphic to a domain. A simple example arises when C is a domain itself 
and the functor F goes from the domain to the category of domains with 
embeddings; in this case not only is 17F a domain but so is CF. We shall 
call these constructions dependent product and dependent sum, following the 
terminology in Martin-L6f type theory [14, 153. (The constructions seem 
to be well known and appear in the exercises of [19].) A more abstract 
presentation would have been to use the ideas of [24] in order to give a 
categorical characterisation of the dependent product and sums and to 
show that the constructions we give verify these properties (see also [S]). 
See Section 7 for an application of dependent products. 

Let C be a domain regarded as a category so there is a unique morphism 
from x to y precisely when x 6 y; thinking of the graph of the order 
relation as being the set of morphisms, we shall write (x, y) for the unique 
morphism from x to y. Let F: C+ D EP be a continuous functor to the 
category of domains with embedding-projection pairs. The functor F 
provides a domain F(x) for each element x of C and embeddings F(x, y)k 
F(x) -+ F(y) for x < y in C. These satisfy the functor laws so F(x, x)~ = 
id F,x, and if x< y<z then F(x,~)~=F(y,z)~oF(x, y)“. In this case the 
category CF has objects (x, t,), where XE C and t, E F(x). A morphism 
(x, t,) + (y, ty) arises when and only when x< y in C and 
F(x, y)” (t,) < t, in F(y). It follows that the category CF is isomorphic to a 
partial order defined on objects of ,XF by 

(4 f,) d (Y, ty) iff xdyandF(x, y)“(t,)<tY, 

it is easy to check this relation is a partial order, and, perhaps not 
surprisingly, CF is a domain too. 

PROPOSITION 7. Let C be a domain. Let F: C + DEP be a continuous 
functor. Then CF is a domain. In this case the projection functor is a 
continuous function p: CF+ C between domains. 

Proof: ,?YF has a least element (I, I F( i,). Suppose V= {(xi, ti) ( i E Z} is 
a directed subset of EF. Then (xi1 i E I} is a directed subset of C and so 
has a least upper bound x = V, E, xi in C. It is easy to see the set 
{F(xi,x)“(ti)li~Z} isdirected. Taking t=ViE,F(~i,~)L(ti) we show that 
(x, t) is the least upper bound of V in .?IF. Clearly it is an upper bound and 
supposing (xi, ti) < (x’, t’), for all ie Z, we see x < x’ and F(xi, x’)~ (ti) < t’ 
for all i E Z whence 
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F(x, x’)” (t) = F(x, x’)” (V F(xi3 xl” (ii)) 
iel 

= V (F(x, x’)~ 0 F(x,, ~)~)(t~) by continuity 
icl 

= V F(Xiy X’)” (ti) 

iel 

Q t’, 

which makes (x, t) < (x’, t’). Hence EF is a cpo. 
A routine argument shows L’F is bounded complete. Let W= 

{(xi, ti)liEZ} b e a set with upper bound (y, u). Then because xi < y for all 
iEZthereisaleastupperboundx=Vi.,xiinC.BecauseF(xi,y)L(fi)~U 
for all iEZwe see F(xi, x)” (ti)= (F(x, Y)~oF(x~, y)L)(ti)< F(Xy y)” (u) for 
all iEZ in F(x). Hence their least upper bound t= Vie, F(x,, x)” (ti) exists 
in F(x). It follows that (x, t) is a least upper bound of W. 

The cpo CF is also algebraic with finite elements of the form (e, f), 
where ecB, andfEBFtej. Such elements are certainly always finite by the 
following argument. Suppose (e, f) < V V, where V is a directed subset of 
CF, assumed to be of the form V = {(xi, ti) 1 i E Z}. As we have seen such a 
directed set V has least upper bound (x, t), where x = ViG, xi and t is the 
least upper bound of the directed set {F(xi, x)” (ti) 1 FEZ). Because e < 
Vie* xi and e is finite there is some Jo Z for which e < xi. Because 
F(e, x)~ (f) < Vis, F(xi, x)” (ti) and F(e, x)” (f) is finite, being the image 
under an embedding of a finite element f, there is some k~ Z such that 
F(e, x)” (f)< F(xk, x)” (tk) and xi Gx,. From 

F(xk, x)Lo F(e, x,)L= F(e, x)~, 

we see F(e, x~)~= F(x,, x)Ro F(e, x)“. Hence F(e, x~)~ (f) < F(xk, X)~O 
F(xk, x)~ (fk) = tk so (e, f) < (x,, fk). Thus (e, f) is indeed finite. 

Let (x, ~)ECF. Consider the set 

v= {(e,f)G(x, t)leEBcandfEBFtej). 

If (e,,, fO), (e,, fi) E V then, as we saw when showing ZF is bounded 
complete, their least upper bound has the form 

(e. v ely F(eoT e. v elKfo) v J’(e,, e. v e,)Lfi)), 

and this is an element of V using the fact that least upper bounds of finite 
elements are finite. Thus V is directed. From the fact that F is continuous 
we now show V has least upper bound (x, t). Certainly, the set 
{e < x I e E B c} is directed with least upper bound x. We are assuming that 
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Ff is continuous, i.e., that it preserves directed colimits, so the colimiting 
cone {(e, x) I e < x and e E B,} in C is sent to the colimiting cone { F(e, x): 
F(e) + F(x) I e 6 x and e E B c} in DEP. By Theorem 2, this ensures 

r=V {F(e,x)LoF(e,x)R(t)Ie<xandeEBc}. 

But now we see 

f=V {F(e,X)L(f)l e<xandeEBc and 

This makes (x, t) = V V. 
Now we can see directly that any finite element (x, t) must be such that 

XEB, and DEB,; because (x, t) is finite and the lub of a directed set of 
elements of this form it must be equal to one such element. And, of course, 
any element of ZF is a least upper bound of finite elements. Clearly the set 
of finite elements is countable. This completes the proof that 2lF is a 
domain. 

It is easy to see it comes equipped with a continuous projection function 
p: CF+C. 1 

Now we turn our attention to ZZF when F is a continuous functor 
C + D EP from a domain C. Its elements are continuous sections. A section 
is a functor s: C + CF such that p 0 s = id c. Bearing in mind the nature of 
ZF we take the image of XE C under s to be s(x) = (x, t,). As both 
categories C and CF are partial orders, s being a functor amounts to 
monotonicity, i.e., 

xdy implies s(x) 6 s(y), 

i.e., x6y implies (A t,) < (Y, t,), (1) 

i.e., x<y implies F(x, y)( t .) 6 tV 

for all x, y E C. Sections thus correspond to families (t,) x E c which satisfy 
(1). Continuous sections correspond to families which satisfy the 
monotonicity condition (1) and 

tv v = v + v V) (t,) 
“E v 

(2) 

for any directed set V of C. We call such families continuous. Two con- 
tinuous sections s, s’ correspond to continuous families t = (t, ), E c and 
t’= (cc>,, CT respectively. A morphism between them corresponds to a 
family of morphisms (~1 x : t, + t\ > ,~ E c but each such component ~1.~ simply 
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amounts to an ordering t, < t:. Hence, a morphism s + s’ between sections 
corresponds to a pointwise ordering 

t< t’ iff Vx E C . t, Q t: 

between the corresponding families. 
Not surprisingly, to show 27F is a domain it is convenient to work with 

the isomorphic category of continuous families with morphisms given by 
the pointwise order. Clearly this category is a partial order, and, as we now 
show, it is a domain. 

PROPOSITION 8. Let C be a domain. Let F: C + DEP be a continuous 
functor. Then IIF is a domain. 

Proof. There is a least family with each component consisting of I.,., 
for x E C. Let {t”’ 1 i E 1> be a directed set in ZZF. Define the family 
t= (Vi,,t!‘>x... Clearly it satisfies (1). Let I’ be a directed subset of C. 
Then 

tv “=yf;‘” 

=v v F(v,V V)L (tl”) 
is/ “E v 

= v VF(V,V V)‘(t;)), 
UCViSI 

=.i’,“(d v)‘(\i,‘“i’) 

= v (4 v v) L (t,), “E v 
so t satisfies (2) and is therefore a continuous family. Thus Z7F is a cpo. 

To show Z7F is bounded complete, assume { 6’) 1 iE I}, a set of con- 
tinuous families, has upper bound u. As F(x) is a domain and so bounded 
complete for all x E C we can define a family t = (Vi E, t y)) x E C. It satisfies 
(1) above. Let V be a directed subset of C. Then, to show (2), we notice 

tv v=y’;), 

=v v F(o,V V)L(t!r’) 
IEIL.EV 
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= v v F(v, v V)‘(ty’), “EVLGl 

= v F(u, v V)L (to). VE v 
where we have used the fact that embeddings preserve least upper bounds. 

Let eEBc andfEBFte,. Define the family [e, f] to have component 

6e,XY(f) 
[~~fL=i, 

if e< x, 

Rx) otherwise, 

for x E C. It is easy to check [e, f J satisfies (1) and (2) and so is a 
continuous family. Consider a family t, obtained in the following way as 
the least upper bound of a finite number of such families, 

t= Ce,, fll v ... v [en, f,l. 

We show t finite. Suppose t < V V, where V is a directed subset of C. Then 
for any i, with 1 d i < n, we get 

the least upper bound of a directed set. As f, is finite, f, < vhf) for some 
vfi) E V. But then [ei, f;] < vti). As V is directed there is some v E V which 
dominates each v(‘) for 0 < i < n which ensures t < v. This shows t is finite. 

A continuous family t is easily seen to be the least upper bound of the 
directed set 

iCeI fil v ... v Ce,,fnllfI Gt,,&...&f, <ten), 

where we are assured that the least upper bounds mentioned exist because 
they are bounded above in a bounded-complete partial order. It follows 
that any family which is a finite element of Z7F must have the form 
CeI,fll v ... v [e,, f,]. Clearly such elements form a countable set. 
Hence l7F is a domain. 1 

3.3. Families Indexed by a Category of Domains 

Our other important example arises when F: DEP -+ D EP is a continuous 
functor. In this case, as we shall see, while ZF can only be considered as 
a category, l7F is isomorphic to a domain when both are viewed as 
categories. 
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Assume F: DEp+DEP is a continuous functor. In this case, ZF is a 
category with objects pairs (X, tx), where XED~~ and t, E F(X), and 
morphisms (X, tx) + (Y, tr) correspond to morphisms f: X-, Y for which 
(Ff )” t, < I ,,. Note, .XF is not a partial order-it simply has too many 
morphisms. We need to consider the form of colimits in CF. A directed 
family in CF corresponds to a directed set (Z, < ) indexing a family of 
objects (Xi, ti) in ZF and morphisms f+ ED EP(Xi, X,) so that (Ffij)L ti < t,, 
for i< j. A colimit for such a family corresponds to a pair (X, t) with a 
collection of morphisms ( gi: Xi -+ X) , E, making a colimiting cone in D EP 
and so that t = Vi (FgJL ti. 

As in the earlier case, when E DEP + DEP the category I7F of con- 
tinuous sections can be seen as consisting of certain kinds of continuous 
families ordered pointwise. As before, sections correspond to families 
(t,)xeLl 7 EP where t, E F(X), which are monotonic in that they satisfy 

f EDEP(X, Y) implies (Ff )” tx < t y (1) 

for any f: Continuous sections preserve directed colimits. Thus if (pi: 
Xi + X)i,, is a directed colimit in DEP, then (spi: sX, + sX)~, , is a 
directed colimit in EF. Considering the form of directed colimits in CF, it 
follows that continuous sections correspond to families which satisfy (1) 
and also the requirement that for such directed colimits (pi: Xi -+ X)i,, in 
DEP we have t, =Vi(FpJL tx,. Recalling Theorem 2 we can write this 
condition as follows. For any cone (p,: Xi -+ X)i,, we have 

(P~oP,?~~EZ} isdirected and V pfopR=idximplies tx=V (FP~)~ t,,. 
is/ I 

(2) 
We call families satisfying (1) and (2) continuous. As before, morphisms 
between continuous sections correspond to their associated families being 
ordered pointwise, i.e., 

t< t’ iff VXeDEP.tX<t;, 

where t and t’ are two continuous families. 
At this point it is tempting to conclude that ZZF is a partially ordered set 

and press on with the demonstration that it is a domain. Unfortunately, it 
is not quite, as its objects, the continuous sections, are not sets. Even 
though the elements of Z7F are classes they can be put in l-l correspon- 
dence with the elements of a suitable set. To see this, take S to be come 
countable subcategory of domains equivalent to the full subcategory of all 
finite domains with embedding-projection pairs as morphisms. Then any 
continuous section is determined by its restriction to the standard domains 
S. Ordered pointwise these restrictions are in l-l order preserving 
correspondence with l7F. In this sense ITF is isomorphic to a partially 

643/81/Z-Z 
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ordered set, in fact a domain. This more generous sense of isomorphism is 
quite standard in category theory; according to the usual notion of 
isomorphism there, ZIF is isomorphic to a domain when both are viewed as 
categories. This has described the sense in which we mean 17F is 
isomorphic to a domain. Details are given in the proof of the following 
theorem. 

THEOREM 9. Let F: DEP + DEP be a continuous functor. The category 
li’F is isomorphic to a domain. 

Proof. Take 17,F to be the partial order consisting of families (ix) XE s 
which are monotonic in the sense that 

f EDEP(X, Y) implies (Ff)L t, G t ,,, 

for all A’, YE S, ordered pointwise. It is clear that ZII,F is a set because S is. 
Now we show that Z7F and ZZ,F are isomorphic as categories, and, later, 
that l7,F is a domain. 

Clearly, any continuous section t E l7F determines, by restriction, an 
element res t E nsF. Conversely, any element of t E l7,F can be extended to 
a continuous section ext t by taking 

(ext t),=V {(Ff)L t,(XES&fEDEp(X,D)}, 

for any domain D. This must be checked to be well defined, however. 
We note the set {(Ff)LtX(XcS& f EDEP(X, D)} is directed so that 

the least upper bound really does exist. To show this, take two elements 
of the set y, =(Ffo)L t,,, and y, =(Ff,)L ix, arising from morphisms 
f,, ED EP(X,, D) and f, E DEP(X,, D), where X,, X, are finite domains. By 
Lemma 4 there is a finite domain X and g E DEP(X, D), go E DEP(Xo, X) 
and g, EDEP(X,,X) with f. =gog, and fi =gog,. Because t is 
monotonic it follows that y,, y, < (Fg)L ix, an element of the set. Hence 
the set is directed, and the definition above does at least yield a family. It 
remains to show that the family is continuous. First, to show the family is 
monotonic, assume g E D EP(D, E) and notice 

(Fg)“(ext t)D=(Fg)LV {(Ff)LtXIXESandf EDEP(X, D)} 

=V {(Fg)Lo(Ff)L t,JXESand f EDEP(X, D)} 

=V {(F(gof))L tXIXESandfEDEP(X, D)} 

<V {(Fh)L tXIXESandhEDEP(X, E)} 

= (ext t)E. 
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This shows monotonicity. Suppose now that (pi E DEP(Di, O))i,, is a 
directed colimit. To complete the demonstration of continuity we require 
that 

(ext t)D =V {(FpJL (ext t,)liEZ}. 

Note first that the set is directed because ext t is monotonic. Again by 
monotonicity we obtain 

(ext t)~ >V {(Fpi)L (ext t,)liEZ}. 

According to its definition (ext t). is the least upper bound of elements 
(Ff)L t, for XES and f EDEP(X, D). Consider such an element. By 
Lemma 5, there is some in Z and h E DEP(X, Oi) such that f = pi 0 h. Now 
we see 

It follows that (ext t). < Vi (FP~)~ (ext to,), and now the equality required 
for continuity is obvious. 

Now, it is easy to see that the two operations restriction res: Z7F + l7,F 
and extension ext: n,F+ l7F preserve the order relation. For t E Il,F, we 
certainly have t y < (ext t) y for YE S-consider the identity morphism on 
Y-and by the monotonicity of t we see 

(resextt),=V{(Ff)LfXIXESandfEDEP(X, Y)}<t,. 

Hence res ext t = t for t E l7,F. For XE S we have (res t)x = t,, so from the 
definitions of ext and res we see 

for a domain D. However, because t is continuous and D is the colimit of 
finite embeddings in the sense of Theorem 3, we also have 

tD =V {(Ff)LfXIXESand f oDEp(X, D)>. 

Hence ext res t = t, for all t E IIF. We conclude that res: 17F + ZZ,F and ext: 
l7,F + l7F form an order isomorphism. 

We now show Z7,F is a domain. It has a least element, the family 
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(~x)x,s. Suppose {t”’ ) i E Z} is a directed set in n,F. Define the family t 
by taking 

t, = v ty, 

for all XES-the least upper bound exists because the set { $1 iEZ) is 
directed because { t”) 1 i E I} is. It is monotonic because, supposing 
f E D EP(X, Y), we see 

(Ff)L (lx) = (Ff)L 
(i ) i 
v ty = v (Ff)” (t’x’) <v ty, 

I 
using the fact that (F’) L is continuous. A very similar argument shows that 
17,F is bounded complete though in this case the argument uses the fact 
that embeddings preserve all existing least upper bounds. 

Suppose there is a monotone family t such that t, = e E FX is finite for 
some XE S. Define 

This is well defined, since t ,, is a bound for the set whose join is being 
taken on the right. It is possible to show that it is a monotone family which 
does not depend on the choice of t. Now, any least upper bound which 
exists of the form 

where e, E FX,, . . . . e, E FX,, is a finite element of Z7,F. The remaining 
argument, showing that any element of Z7,F is the lub of such elements 
and that all finite elements have this form, echoes that in the proof of 
Proposition 8, and we omit it. Having chosen S to be countable it follows 
that the finite elements form a countable set, and hence that l7,F is a 
domain isomorphic to l7F. m 

Thus, although strictly speaking the category ZZF is not a partial order 
because its objects are classes, not sets, it is nevertheless isomorphic to a 
domain. Because of this, in the future, we shall treat Z7F as a domain, in 
fact as the domain with continuous families as elements, and not fuss about 
this problem with foundations. The more fastidious reader can, after all, 
replace our construction of I7F with the isomorphic small category l7,F 
provided in the proof above. 

3.4. I7 with Parameters 

In the discussion later we will often need to use the ZZ operator with 
parameters. If F: C x DEP -+ DEP is continuous, then we write IICF: 
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C + D Ep for the continuous functor defined as foliows. The action of IfCF 
on objects is given by (nCF)(C) = 17(F(C, - )). Given f E C(C, D), we 
define 

by taking 

(nCFIL UN& = FLUi W(Q 

(nCFIR (f)(t), = FR(f, idAt,) 

for each section s E (LTCF)(C) and t E (IT’F)(D). 
Of course, we must show that this definition makes sense. First of all, 

let us check that (17CF)L(f)(~)~(Z7CF)(D). Suppose ~E(Z~~F)(C)= 
17(F(C, -)) and let t, = (Z7CF)L (f)(~)~ = FL(f, id,)(s,), we wish to show 
that tx E L!(F(D, -)). Suppose g E DEP(X, Y). Then 

FL&b, g)(tx) = f?ib, g)V’“(F”(f, idx)(sx)) 

= FLU idx)(f’%L g)(sx)) 

d FLU id,)((s y)) 

=t,. 

This proves monotonicity. To prove continuity, suppose g, E D EP(Xi, X) 
and the functions g,ko g,! form a directed collection such that 
Vi gf 0 g,! = id x, then 

V FLWD9 gi)(tx,) = V F%-L gi)(F% id,h,)) 
1 I 

=V FLU idx)(FLWDp gi)(sx,)) 

=F”(f, id.1 V F%d,, gi)(sx,) (i 
= FLUi id,)(s,) 
= tx 

so (Z7CF)L (~)(s)E (nCF)(D). 
Now suppose t E (nCF)(D) = Z7(F(D, -)) and let sx = (17CF)R (f)(t), = 

FR(f, ia,)( We wish to show that SE (nCF)(C) = IT(F(D, -)). Suppose 
g E D EP(X, Y). Then 
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sx = FR(.L id)(f,) 

6 FR(f, id)(FR(4 g)(t ,,)I 

= FR(id, g)(F’Yf, id)(t,)) 

= FR(id, g)(s u) 

This proves monotonicity. To prove continuity, suppose g, E DEP(Xi, X) 
and the functions g:o g/ form a directed collection such that 
Vi gf 0 g,! = id,. To keep the notation simple, let 

4, =r;(.L idx,)EDEP(F(C, Xi), FtD, X,1) 

ai = F(id,, gi) E D”‘(F(o, A’,), F(D, X)) 

fli =F(idc, gi) E D”‘(F(C, xi), F(C, X)) 

#=F(f; id,)EDEP(F(C, X), F(D, A’)). 

Note that 

fiFOq$ROaf= FR(idc, gi) 0 FR(f, id,) 0 FL(id,, gi) 

= FR(f, id,) oFR(id,, gi) oFL(id,, gi) 

= J’“(f, id,) 

=Cp;. 

Since ViafoaR=idFcD,X, and Vi/?fop~=idFcC,Xj, we have 

Now, let sx = (17CF)R(f)(t)X = #R(tX) and sx, = (nCF)R (f)(t)xs =tiR(tx,). 
Then 

= v (B~+ywX,) 

= v BL(sx,). 
That is, sx = Vi FL(idC, gi)(sx,) and therefore s E (nCF)(C) = Z7(F(D, -)). 
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We have now shown that the definitions of (nCQL (f) and (Zj’ CF)R (f) 
make sense. The proof that (Z7CF)(f)~DEP((17CF)(C), (nCF)(o)) and 
the proof that lTCF is a continuous functor are both routine. 

Notation. Later we shall be concerned with functors F: C x DEP --t DEP 
and the associated l7’ in the case where C = (DEP)“‘. In this case we shall 
write 17” for IP. 

3.5. Information Systems 

The inspiration for our work came originally from Girard’s paper [8]. 
There he uses a representation of qualitative domains with morphisms 
stable functions are rigid embeddings to give a model for the second-order 
A-calculus. For domains, we can use the representation of information 
systems in a similar way to give an interesting, elementary construction of 
ZIF for a functor F on domains. We give a sketch of the approach based on 
the presentation of information systems in [12] following [23]. Because 
the proofs are straightforward and not essential for what follows we omit 
them. 

Recall the definition of an information system: 

DEFINITION. An information system is defined to be a structure 
(A, Con, I-), where A is a countable set (the tokens), Con is a non-null 
subset of finite subsets of A (the consistent sets), and I- is a subset of 
Con x A (the entailment relation) which satisfy: 

l X E YE Con implies X E Con 

l aE A implies (a} E Con 

l Xc-a implies Xu {a} ECon 

l XECon and aEXimplies X+a 

l (X, YECon and VbE Y. Xcb and Yc-cc) implies X+c. 

An information system determines a domain: 

PROPOSITION 10. The elements of an information system (A, Con, I-) are 
defined to be those subsets x of A which satisfy: 

l XC x implies X E Con for any j&rite set X, 

l XCX and X&a implies aEx. 

Ordering the elements by inclusion we obtain a domain JAI with jkite 
elements precisely the sets {a E A 13X t Y. XI- a}, obtained from XE Con. 

A domain determines an information system: 
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DEFINITION. Let D be a domain. Define ID = (B D, Con, b), where B, 
is the set of finite elements of D and Con and + are defined as 

XE Con iff X E B, and X is finite and X is bounded, 

Xi-e iff XEConande,<VX. 

PROPOSITION 11. Let D be a domain. Then ID is an information system 
with domain of elements 1 IDJ isomorphic to D. The isomorphism pair is 

4: (ZDJ + D given by 4: x I-+ V x. 

As is well known a continuous function f between domains is determined 
by its action on finite elements and so by the relation f" between finite 
elements that it induces, a relation defined as follows. 

DEFINITION. Let f: D + E be a continuous function between domains. 
Definef”={(d,e)EB~xBEIe<f(d)}. 

Embeddings between domains correspond to the following kinds of 
mappings between the finite elements of the associated information systems. 

PROPOSITION 12. Let f: D -P E be a continuous function between domains 
D and E. The function f is an embedding iff 

l f" is a l-l function BD -‘BE, 

l XE Con ,, iff fXE Con., for all finite X of B o, and 

l X cD d iff fX kEf(d), for all elements d and finite subsets X 

of Bo. 

To define the information system of Z7F of a continuous functor on 
domains, as earlier, we use S, a countable category equivalent to the full 
subcategory of finite domains with embedding-projection pairs. 

DEFINITION. Let F: D”’ -+ D EP be a continuous functor on domains. 
Take T + to consist of those pairs (X, b), where XE S and b E BFcXI. For W, 
a finite subset of T +, define 

WEConiffVYES. {(Ff)Lb13X. (X,~)E Wand f EDEP(X, Y)}eCon,,. 
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Define the tokens T to be those elements (A’, b) of T + for which 
{(X, b)} E Con. For WE Con and ( Y, c) E T, define 

W + ( Y, c) iff { (F# b 13X. (X, b) E Wand f E DEP(X, Y)} cFy b. 

Finally, define l7, F to be (C, Con, I-). 

THEOREM 13. Let F: DEP + DEP be a continuous functor on domains. 
Then 

(i) II, F is an information system. 

(ii) IIFr 117, FI with isomorphism pair 8: IIF+ Il7, FI and 4: 
117, FI + 17F given by 

e(t)= {(X, b)lb< txandbeBFtX,}, 

hx)= (fY)Y~DEPy 

where 

tY={(Ff)Lb13X f:X+ Yand(X,b)Ex}. 

4. BASIC COM~INATORS 

Here we introduce the notation and results we shall use to provide a 
semantics for the polymorphic I-calculus. We are concerned with functors 
on the category DEP. Suppose F,, . . . . F, are continuous functors from 
(DEP)“’ into DEP. We claim that pi, the projection map defined earlier, is a 
section of # (F,, . . . . F,) =E. Fi. To check this, suppose f E (DEP)“’ (X, Y). 
Then 

( # (F, , . . . . J’n) * Fi) R (f )(P\)(Xl* ..*y Xn) 

= V',!Yf )OPYO #V’,, . ..v FJL (f ))(x,, . . . . x,) 

= FR(f )(FiL(f )(xi)) 

= p’x(x,, . ..) x,). 

It is clear that pi will be a continuous section. 
Let P, F, G: (DEP)m + DEP be continuous functors. Suppose s is a 

continuous section of the functor P=z- (F* G): (DEP)“’ + DEP and t is a 
continuous section of the functor P=sF: (DEP)m + DEP. We define a 
continuous section apply(s, t) of P =E- G by the equation 

aPPlY(T t), (x) = (sx(x))(tx(x)), 
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where XE P(X). To show that apply(s, t) really is a section, suppose 
f E (DEP)“’ (X, Y). Then 

V’=> GIL (f)(wW7 W(x) 

= (G”(~)+PP~Y(~, h4~pRUN(x) 

= ~LLfMwW~ ~M(pRW(x))) 

= G”(f)((sx(P”(f)(x)))(tx(PR(f)(x)))) 

6 @(.f)((V’=- GIR (f)(s~(x)))(F~U-)(f Y(X)))) 

=GL(f)((GR(f)o(~y(x))oFL(f))(FR(f)(fy(x)))) 

6 (s y(x))(t Y(X)) 

= appM~~ t) y (xl. 

To see that apply@, t) is continuous, suppose fi E DEP(Xi, X) and the 
functions f,! 0 fP form a directed collection such that Vi f,! 0 f,! = id x, then 

v U’- GIL (fJ(appMc t)x,)(~) 

= V GL(fi)((SX,(PR(fi)(X)))(fX,(PR(fi)(X)))) 

= V GL(fifi)(((f’* GJR (fi)((P * (F* G))” (fi)(S~,)(x))) 

= akv.Mc f) x (4. 

Let 

P: (DE’)” -+ DEP, 

F: (DEP)m x DEP + DEP, 

G: (DEP)* + DEP 

be continuous functors. Suppose t is a continuous section of the functor 

P=+I7”F: (DEP)m+DEP. 
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We define a continuous section Apply(t, G) of the functor 

P=a (I;0 (idcDqm, G)): (DEP)m + DEP 

by the equation 

APP~Y(C G),(x) = tx(x),,,,, 

where x E P(X). We check that Apply(t, G) is indeed a section; suppose 
f~ (DEP)” (X, Y), then 

(Pa (Fo (IdcDwjm, G)NL (~)(APP~Y(~, G),) 

= V’L(f, G(f))oAppl~(f, G), opR(f))(x) 

= FLUi G(f))((t, 0 PR(f))(&wJ 

= FLU G(fMW”W” (f)o (nrnFIL (f) 0 tx QR(fM&~xJ 

= FLU G(fMW”WR (f)o (P - nmOL (f)W)@)w,) 

G FLUi G(fMWmF)R (f)o ty)(x),,x,) 

= FLU G(fMW’W” (f)((t,(~)Lw,)) 

= FLUi G(f)WR(f, idGd~yb)G~xJ) 

= V’;“(iL G(f))~f’~(f, idGcxj)oFR(f, idccxj))(tr(x)d 

G FL@ yF G(fW A&d 

6 (M%,Y, 

= APP~Y(& G) y, 

where the penultimate step follows from the fact that t y(x) is a section of 
F( Y, -) and G(f) E DEP(G(X), G( Y)). To see that Apply(t, G) is 
continuous, suppose fi E DEP(Xi, X) and the functions f ,Fof,! form a 
directed collection such that Vi fk 0 f,! = id,, then 

= v J“(fi, Wi))(((~m~)R (fib Nh~x,,) 
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=V V’%L G(f;))oFL(fiv id,,,,) 

oFR(fi, idccx,,))(tx(x),,,,) 

= V f’%dxy G(fi))M&,x,,) 

= MX))G,X, 
= APP~Y(C G) y. 

Let P, F, G: (D EP)m + D EP be continuous functors and suppose t is a 
continuous section of the functor P # Fa G: (D EP)m + DEP. Then we 
define a continuous section curry(t) of the functor P * (F* G) by setting 

curry(t), (X)(Y) = t&, Y) 

for x E P(X) and y E F(X). To see that this does define a section, suppose 
f~ (DEP)m (X, Y). Then 

(Pa (J’* G)JL (f)(curr~(t),)(x)(y) 

= W’=WL (f)~(curr~(t)~)~P~(f))(x)(y) 

= (GL(f)o((cUrr~(t)X)(PR(f)(x)))oFR(f))(y) 

= G”(fMdP”(f)(x)v FR(fWN 

= ((P # F* GIL (f)(f,))(x, Y) 

G t,(x, Y) 

= curry(t) y (X)(Y). 

To see that curry(t) is continuous, suppose fi E DEP(Xi, X) and the 
functions ff 0 f: form a directed collection such that V, f F 0 f R = id x, then 

v (Pa V’* WL (~f,)(curry(t).,)(x)(y) 

= v ((P f F* WL (fiNtx,))(x, Y) 
= t&9 Y) 

= curry(t), (X)(Y). 

Let P: (DEP)m+DEP, R (DEP)“xDEP+DEP and suppose t is a 
continuous section of (PoFst)a F. Let XE (DEP)“’ and XE P(X). We 
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define Curry( t)x (x) to be the continuous section of F(X, -) given by the 
equation 

Curry(t), (xl= = tcx,dx). 

This makes sense because t ( x, zj is a continuous functor in 2. We wish to 
show that Curry(t) is a section of P * 17°F. In other words, we want to 
show that 

(P* nmF)L (f)(Curry(t)x) <Curry(t) y, 

where f E (D EP)m (X, Y). Let x E P(X) and suppose Z E DEP. Then 

(P~17"F)L(f)(Curry(t).)(x), 

=((nmF)L(f)oCurfy(t).oPR(f))(x)Z 

= W'W" (fWwWx U'"UNX)))~ 

=FL(f, id,)(Curry(t),(PR(f)(x)),) 
= FL(f, id,)(t ,x,z,(P”(f)bN) 

= F”(f, id,)(t cx.Z,((PoFst)R (f, id&))) 
. 

=((f'~Fst)*F)~ (f, ld,)(t~,,, )(x) 

Q t( Y, z,(x) 

= (Curry(t) y (x)lz. 

To see that Curry(t) is continuous, suppose fi E DEP(Xi, X) and the 
functions f f 0 f F form a directed collection such that Vi f f 0 f ,! = id,, then 

=V ((P°Fst)*F)L (L, id,)(t,&(x) 

= t(x z,(x) 

= (Cuv(t)x (x)lz. 

Notation. Suppose 

P: (DEP)m + DEP, 

F: (DEP)m + DEP, 

G: (DE’)“+ DEP 
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are functors. Given continuous sections 

SEZZ(P # F-G) 

teZ7(P=-F), 

we define a continuous section 

by setting 

tCflsJx (x1 = wb(cuw(s), t) = SAX, f&)). 

We will need Lemma 14 later: 

LEMMA 14. 1. If t;(p, 6) = tx(p) and s;(p, b, a) = sx(p, a, b) for every 
X, p, a and b, then curry( [t’] s’) = [t](curry(s)). 

2. o-t;,,,, =f,Y, then Curry( [t’]s) = [t](Curry(s)). 

3. wMCf1 r, Ctls) = C~lbwW-~ s)). 
4. APP~Y(C~I~, G) = C~I(APPJY(A G)). 

Proof 1. 

curry(CflOx b)(b) = (Ct’lOx (P, b) 

= ~‘AP, b, ~‘AP, b)) 

= SAP, tx(p), b) 

= cuwWx (P, h(p))(b) 

= (Ctl(cuwb)))x (p)(b). 

2. CuwW’l& (-4 y = +, y,k &, y,(~)) 

= SIX, U)(-? tx(x)) Y 

= Ctl(CuwQ)), (~1 y. 

3. w.WCtlr, CtlsIx (x1 = (Ctl rAx))(Cfl SAX)) 

= (rAx, ~Ax)))(sAx, tAxI)) 

= wly(r, six (x, t&J) 

= Ctl(awW, s)Jx 6~). 
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4. APP~Y(C~I~, (3x &I= (Cfls)x b&~x~ 

= SAX9 tx(x))c,x, 

= APP~Y~ G)x (xv tx(x)) 

= C~I(APP~Y(~, @Ix (~1. I 
Notation. Suppose 

P, K: (DEP)m + DEP, 

I? (DEP)“xDEP-+DEP 

are continuous functors and 

tEII((PoFst)=-F), 

then we define a continuous section 

by setting 

([Kl t)x (x1= Apply(Curry(f), Wx (x1= tc,,,&x). I 

We will need Lemma 15 later: 

LEMMA 15. 1. curry( [K] t) = [K](curry(t)). 

2. If~;.,.,Y,=~(x,Y,.)f or each X, Y, and Z, then Curry( [ Ko Fst] t’) 
= [K](Curry(t)). 

3. wWCKIs9 CKI t) = CKlGwW N. 
4. APP~Y(CKI t, Ho (Id, K)) = [Kl(Apply(t, H)). 

Proof 1. 

cuw(CKl Ox (X)(Y) = (WI Qx 6, Y) 

= t(x,K(x,,bY Y) 

= curry(t)(*,.,,,,(x)(y) 

= CKl(curry(t))x (X)(Y). 

2. Curry([K~Fst]t),(x), =Curry([KoFst]t’)(,,,, 

= &Z,G(X))b) 

= t(.,G(.),.)(x) 

= CurwW~x,G~X&& 

= CKl(Cu~~(t))x (x)z. 
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3. wWC~h C~lt)x(x)=((CKls),(x))((CKlt).(x)) 
= (S(X, K,X,)(X))(f(X, K(X),(X)) 

= (awM~~ N,.,.,&) 

= WlhvW~ W (XL 

4. APP~Y(CKI~, Ho(Id, Q)= (C~l~)x(x),,~x.w, 

= ~(X,K(X,, (X).(.,.(X)) 

= APP~Y(C W,, K(x)) (xl 

= CWAPP~Y(~, H))x (~1. I 

5. SYNTAX OF THE POLYMORPHIC &CALCULUS 

The types of the polymorphic &calculus are given by the following 
abstract syntax: 

and the terms of the calculus are described as follows: 

M ::= x IAX : 0. MI M1(MJ Jh. MI M(a). 

We distinguish a subcollection of well-typed terms of the calculus to be 
those terms A4 for which + M: cr is derivable from the typing rules listed 
below. The sequents in the typing rules are of the form H bz M : (T, where 
H=x, : ol, . . . . C, is a (possibly empty) list of typings for variables, which 
must include all of the free term variables of M, and Z = c( , , . . . . M, is a list of 
type variables, which must include all of the free type variables that appear 
in cr , , . . . . on and M. We use I-~ A4 as an abbreviation for HI-~ M, where 
H is the empty list and H t- A4 as abbreviation for H kL. M, where C is 
the empty list. 

TYPING RULES FOR THE POLYMORPHIC ~-CALCULUS 

projection: H,,x:o,H,+-,x:a 

=z- introduction: 
H,x:a, +,M:a2 

H+,ix:a,.M:a, *c2 
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17 introduction: 
H+z,xM:o 

HI--,Aa.M:l7a.a 

* elimination: 
Ht-,M,:a,*o,,H+,M,:a, 

HI--= M,(M,) : (~2 

17 elimination: 
Ht--,M:IIa.a, 

H+--,M{a,) : CoJalo, 

Restrictions. 

l In the projection rule, the variable x does not appear in H, or H,. 

l In the Z7 introduction rule, there is no free occurrence of a in the 
type of any variable in H. 

l In the Z7 elimination rule, all free variables of rrz are in Z. 

The terms of the calculus (in particular, the well-typed terms) are taken 
to satisfy a collection of equational rules of the form HI--~ M, = M,, 
where H and Z are lists of variable typings and type variables as described 
above. Again, we assume that H lists all of the free term variables that 
appear in M and C includes all of the free type variables that appear in H 
and M. The rules are given as follows: 

EQUATIONAL RULES FOR THE POLYMORPHIC ~-CALCULUS. 

reflexivity: 

t: 

H,,x:a,H,t,x=x:0 

H,x:o,+,M,=M2:o, 

H~,~x:a,.M,=~x:~.M,:a,~a, 

type 5: 
Ht-z,+M, =M,: a 

H+-LAa.M, =Aa.M,:I7a.a 

congruence: 
H+,M,=M,. *a,.H+--,M,=M4:a1*a2 

H+, M3(Ml) = M4(M2) : a2 

type congruence: 
H+,M,=M,:I7a.a, 

H+,Ml{a2) =M2{a21 : Ca21alaI 

It is not difficult to see that from these rules, a lambda expression M 
satisfies HI-~ M : a if and only if it satisfies H t-= M= M : a. Thus, 
for the remaining axioms, we use HI-= M : a as an abbreviation for 
H+,M=M:a. 

643/81/?-3 
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symmetry: 
H+,M,=M2:a 
Hc,MS=M,:a 

transivity: 
H+,M,=M2:a H+,M,=M,:a 

H+-zMM1 =M,:a 

H,x:a, +,M,:a, H+,M,:a, 

H+, (lx: aI. M2)(M1)= [M,/x]M, : a2 

type B: 
H+-z,EM:a, 

HI-, (Act. M){a,} = [a,/a]M: [a&]a, 

Hk,M:a, *a2 
Hr--,Ix:a,.M(x)=M:a, *a2 

type 4: 
Ht--,M:l7u.a 

H+,Act.M(aj=M:I7ci.a 

Restrictions. . In the reflexivity axiom, the variable x does not appear 
in H, or Hz. 

l In the type r rule, there is no free occurrence of a in the type of a 
variable in H. 

l In the type p rule, there is no free occurrence of c1 in the type of a 
variable in H. 

l In the rl rule, the variable x does not occur free in M. 

l In the type q rule, the variable a does not occur free in M. 

6. SEMANTICS OF THE POLYMORPHIC I-CALCULUS 

In this section we provide a detailed description of a semantics for the 
polymorphic I-calculus, whose syntax was described in the previous 
section. We end by showing that our model interprets types differently from 
the models based on tinitary projections described earlier and we show that 
the equational theory of our model is different from that of any such 
model. 

If m 2 i> 1, then define Pi*“: (DEP)“’ + DEP to be the ith projection, 
i.e., the continuous functor whose action on objects is given by 
PJVrn(Dl, . ..) D,) = Di and whose action on arrows is Pi*‘“(fl, . . . . f,) = fi. 

If 2 = 01~) . . . . a, is a list of type variables then 3[1-, aa will be a 
continuous functor from (DEP)m into D . EP The semantic function 31-J is 
defined inductively as follows: 
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We also assign a meaning to a sequent H br o by the equation: 

EXAMPLE. The type of the polymorphic identity is given as follows: 

3[47a.aaan =z71(3f+,aaan) 

= 111(311-, an a 3[k-, an ) 

=,‘(,‘.1,,‘.1). 

We now define the semantics of the sequents of the calculus. In general, 
the value 

ItX ,:a I > ***> x,:a,t--rM:a] 

will be a continuous section of the functor 

Ca 1, . . . . a,hZa]: (DEP)“+DEP. 

The semantic equations are given as follows: 

l [~,:a, ,..., xi:ai ,..., ~,:a,+~x~:fr~]=p~~~ 

l [H+-,Ax:a,. M:a, +aZ]=curry([H, x:a,+-,M:a,]) 
. [H kr Aa. M : Z7a. a] = Curry( [I +z.,ol M : a] ) 

. W kL. W(W) : a21 
=apply([IH~,M2:a,~a21i,IIH~,M,:a,D) 

. IH+---, M{a2) : C~21~l~II 
= Apply( [H I-= A4 : Z7a. a,], [cZ a2]). 

For the second equations, one must suppose that the variable x does not 
appear free in H. To see that the third line makes sense, we note the 
following: 

LEMMA 16. If a does nor appear free in the type a, then 3[1-,, o1 a] = 
3[c--, a] 0 Fst. 

Proof Straightforward structural induction on a. 1 
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EXAMPLE. The polymorphic identity function is the following 
continuous section of Z7’(P’-’ 3 PI.‘): 

= Curry(curry( [x : a ka x : al )) 

= Curry(curry(p’.‘)). 1 

LEMMA 17 (Permutation). Zf we haoe 

{ 1, ..., n} = (i,, . . . . in} 

and 

{ 1, . . . . m} = {j,, . . . . j,} 

then 

Ix, 1013 -7x, :0,+-m I,., ..M:dl,. ,,,.. X,,(Pl, ...T PA 

= Cxil : Oil* .-> xin : gin +a ,,,..., qrn A4 : d (x ,,,.,., x,mj (Pi,, -7 Pi,). 

ProoJ Easy structural induction on M. 1 

LEMMA 18 (Substitution). Suppose H+-,M, : o1 and H, x : cl &I 
M, : 02, then 

Proof To help reduce the amount of notation needed for the 
arguments below, let 

We must show that r = [t]s. Let n and m be the lengths of H and 2, 
respectively. The proof is by structural induction on the term M,. There 
are six cases. 

Case 1. M, = y f x. Suppose y is the ith variable in H. Then r = 
[HF-, y :02J =pi.“= [t](pi*“+‘)= t. 

Case 2. M, zx. We have r = t and [t]s = [t](p” + ‘2” +‘) = t, so 
r = [t]s. 
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Case 3. M2 E Ay : (T. M. Suppose that c2 - a=~-t so that H, 
y:ul-ZM:T, 

r=[Hc,ly:a. [M,/x]M:.,J 

=curry([H, y:a+,[Ml/x]M:u~) 

=curry([[H, y:at---,M,:aJ][H, y:a,x:o,t--,M:aj) (hyp) 

= [t](curry([H, x: (T,, y : o +--= A4 : al)) (Lemmas 14.1 and 17) 

= [t]s. 

Case 4. M2 = Au. M. Suppose that g2 = IIa. o so that H I-~,~ M : (T, 

r=[H+.Aa. [M,/x]M:aJ 

=Curry([H+,, [M,/x]M:a]) 

= Cw( C CH +, c( ~,:a,niCH,x:a,~,,~:.n) (bw 
= [t](Curry( [H, x : 0, I-=.~ A4 : al)) (Lemmas 14.2 and 17) 

= [t]s. 

Case 5. M, E M(N). Suppose that H br. ii4 : CT =z- CT’: and HI-~ N : CT, 

r= W-, WWONXIxlN): a24 

=wlyW+, W,lxl~:--d, CH+AKIxlN:d) 
=apply([t]~H,x:a,~,M:o~a,n, [t][H,x:a,+zN:aj) (hyp) 

=[t](apply([H,x:~,+,M:a=+~~~, [H,x:a,+,N:aJ)) 

= [t]s. 

Case 6. M2 - M(o). Suppose H t-r M : T, 

r= W+, O-WlW{d : 4 

=APP~Y([H+---, t-M,/x]M:l, b’-zaIl) 

=APPIY[t]IH,x;ol~,M:Tn, IhDn) (hYP) 

= [t](Apply( [H, X; U, += M : T], [r+ On)) (Lemma 14.4) 

= [t]s. 1 

LEMMA 19. [I-= [oJa]aJ = [+= o,J 0 (Id, [I---~ a21 ). 

Proof: Structural induction on CT 1. 1 
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LEMMA 20 (Type substitution). Suppose H +z3a M : a ,, and a does not 
appear free in H, then 

Proof. To help reduce the amount of notation needed, let 

s= ilH+-, CadaIM: C~z/al~Ill 
t=[H+,,M:o,~ 

K= [+z a,]. 

We must show that s = [K] t. The proof is by structural induction on M. 
There are five cases. 

Case 1. A4 = x. This is trivial. 

Case 2. M=Ay:a. N. Suppose (T, =a=+z so that N:r, 

s = [HI-= ly : [al/a] a. [a,/a] N : [aJa] a,] 

=curry(llK Y: [a&la+, CabIN: Ca&lzll) 

=curry(CKl[IH,y:ac,,N:zII) (hyp) 

= [K](curry([H, y : a +T,o N: rJ)) (Lemma 14.1) 

= [K] t. 

Case 3. A4 = A/?. N. Suppose that a1 = I7fl. a so that N : a, 

s = [H kz A/l. [aJa] N : [aJa]a,j 

= Cuv( II 6 z. p CabIN: Ca2/ald) 
=Curry(CKoFstl[H~,,8,crN: dl) (hw) 

= CWCuw( IH ‘-=,@ N: a,])) (Lemmas 15.2 and 17) 

= [K]t. 

Case 4. Mz N1(N2). Suppose that N, : a+a, and N, : a, 

s= [HI--, (C~~/alN1)(C~zlalN2) : CM+dl 

=appM%H+, [a&IN1 : C~J~l(~*aAI, 

lW+, CaJalN2 : Ca21alaN 
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= awM WI IIH t-7. o1 N, : (~=>Q~JD> CKlI[H+-ON,: all) Uw) 

= CKl(apply(lLH+--z,.NI : (Q*Q~)D, FH+,, N,: all)) (Lemma 15.3) 

= [K] t. 

Case 5. Suppose H I-=,~ N : T, 

s= [Hc.(Ca,/alN){C~,/ala) : Ca,/ala,l 
=APP~YW+, CabIN: CdMl~ I+ CMM) 
=APP~YKKIW-~,, N : a h bhld 1 (hyp) 
=APP~Y(CKIIH+--.E,, N : 71, [hz o] 0 (Id, K)) (Lemma 19) 

= CKI(APP~Y(L-KIIIH+,, N : 71, [+= on)) (Lemma 15.4) 

=[K]t. 1 

LEMMA 21. Suppose H hz A4 : c, =E- oz. Zf x does not appear in H, then 

i[H,x:(T,~Z.M:~,j~2n=[[H~ZM:~1~BZDOfsf. 

Proof. By structural induction on M. i 

The following is a more dramatic version of Lemma 16: 

LEMMA 22. Suppose H kL. A4 : a. Zf a $ L’, then [H bI, = M : an = 
[H += A4 : Z7a. a] 0 Fst. 

Proof. By structural induction on M. 1 

We will say that an equation H kz M, = M, : a is satisfied by our 
semantics just in case [H t-= M, : a] = [HI-= M, : a]. We are now 
prepared to state our central result: 

THEOREM 23. The semantic function [[-I satisfies the rules for the 
polymorphic &calculus. 

ProoJ: There are eleven rules altogether. Those whose proofs are non- 
trivial are the rules 8, type fi, q, and type q. The fi rule and type fi rule are 
immediate from the substitution lemma (18) and the type substitution 
lemma (20), respectively. 

First we consider the q rule: 

H+-,M: a1 *a2 
H~-,Ax:a,.M(x)=M:a,*a,’ 
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This is subject to the restriction that the variable x does not occur free in 
M (and hence does not appear in H). We have 

[HI--,1x: 0,. M(x): c, =t-aJ 

=curry([H,x: 0, trM(x): a*]) 

= curv(appM IH, x : cl kz M : (rl =~a~], snd)) 

= curry(apply( [H += M : g, 3 c2] 0 fst, snd)) (Lemma 21) 

= [H+,M: o1 =~-a~]. 

We now prove the type q rule: 

H+,M:l7a.a 
HI-,Aa.M(a}=M:l7a.a 

This is subject to the restriction that the variable CI does not occur free in 
M (and hence does not appear in C). 

[H kr Aa. M(a) : Z7a. a] 

Cuw([lH+,, M(a) : all) 

= Curry(AppMiIHt-z,, M : Ha. on, !I+z.o: al 1) 

= Curry(Apply( [rH t-, M : IZa. a] 0 Fst, Snd)) (Lemma 22) 

= [H tiz M : Z7a. a]. [ 

EXAMPLE. We wish to compute the interpretation 3[Z7a. a] of the 
trivial type. This will show that our model is distinct from the finitary 
projection model (and also that the equational theories are distinct, since 
the equation 1(x : ZZa. a). A(y : ZZa. a). x = 2(x : Da. a). l(y : Z7a. a). y is 
valid in our model and not in the finitary projection model). 

Let ( tx) be a continuous section of the identity functor. For all 
frzDEP(X, Y), we get fL(t,)<ty. Given an arbitrary domain X, let us 
consider Y = X+ X (the coalesced sum), with the two morphisms (that are 
left adjoints) in1 : X+ Y and inr : X + Y. Let fl (resp. fr) be the morphism 
in DEP corresponding to in1 (resp. inr). Then, we must have F(fl) L (tx) < t y 
and F(fr)L (tx)<t, which entails ty = I, and then tx = 1. 

7. A MODEL OF TYPE : TYPE 

There are two purposes of this section. First, we want to illustrate the 
notion of a family of domains indexed over a domain with the example of 
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domains over a universal domain. Second, we want to explain how the 
linitary projection model of [ 1 ] relates to our model. In order to illustrate 
the first point, we shall actually show that the finitary projection model is a 
model for a more powerful type system than the second-order type system, 
namely a type system with a type of all types. A more categorical descrip- 
tion of this model may be found in [29]. 

7.1. A Reformulation of Type : Type 

The system we use is an extension of intuitionistic type theory [lS],’ 
where we add one universe, but with a slight change in the axioms for type 
equalities as compared with the version in [lS]. 

We suppose that we have a special type U, which should be thought of 
as a type of indices for types, and an operation T over the elements of U, to 
be regarded as a dependent type over U. We suppose that there exists an 
element u of type U such that T(u) = U, that is, a name for the type of all 
types. 

We suppose furthermore that there is an “internalisation” of the product 
operation of dependent types. Namely, there exists 

. n: Z7,: ,,. (T(a) -+ U) + U, 

. APP: &: u. hrca, + u. T(n(a, b)) -+ (K rcoj. T(b(x))), 

l Lambda: n,: “ .  nb: Tto, + u. W’,:Tc,j. T(W))) - ,  T(4a, 6)). 

We ask that these operations are inverses, that is, Lambda 0 App = id, and 
App 0 Lambda = id. * The ordinary formulation [ 151 is with a type equality 
rule T(z(a, 6)) = 17,: T,oJ. T(b(x)), but this rule does not seem to square 
with a “standard” semantics. For our purpose, the “weaker” system with 
only isomorphisms is sufficient. It is significant that the Type : Type system, 
even with this weaker form of equality, can be translated syntactically into 
our formalism (in particular, it is possible to interpret Girard’s paradox 
[7] in it, and so all types are “syntactically” inhabited). 

Rather than describe this syntactic translation in full formal details, let 
us give some examples. The universal type of second-order I-calculus L&x. 
a + a is first translated by IIa : Type. 17x : a. a in the Type : Type system. 
Then, it becomes T(z(u, Ax. x(x, ;iy. x))). And so, if M is of this type, and 

’ Notice that it should be possible, from the interpretation of the dependent product and 
sums over a domain outlined in the previous section, to give an interpretation of intuitionistic 
type theory in terms of Scott domains (see [16]). We shall not develop this here, since the 
precise verification that it is indeed a model is similar to checking that we get a model for 
second-order type theory, and we have given this verification in full detail. 

* It is interesting to note that this system is that obtained by representing the Type: 
Type calculus in the LF-framework [lo], and also that it may be seen as providing a 
syntactic condition for what it means to be a model of Type : Type following the ideas of [3]. 
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N is of type T(U) (that is, N is a type), we can form the application of A4 to 
N by App(u, 1x. 7c(x, ly. x), M, N). In the same way, the type l7a. a will 
be interpreted by T(n(u, id)). Since App and Lambda are inverses, the 
/&q-conversion rules will be satisfied. 

7.2. Semantics in Domain Theory 

We can point at once to one important difference between the linitary 
projection model and our categorical model. In it, types are not interpreted 
directly as arbitrary domains, but as linitary projections of a single “univer- 
sal domain.” So, for the construction of this model, we must first pick a 
domain D so that [D + D] is embedded in D by the pair (@, Y) (as is well 
known following Scott, such domains can, for instance, be built using an 
inverse limit construction). It is important to note that there are many such 
domains, that there is nothing canonical in this choice, and that the 
influence of this choice over the model is not clear. This is, however, the 
only part that is “noncanonical” in the construction. 

Let D be a domain so that there exists an embedding-projection pair 
(@, Vu) of [D + D] into D. An element p E D + D is called a finitary projec- 
tion if, and only if, p <id, p 0 p = p, and the image of p is a domain with 
respect to the restriction of the order on D. It is known that the partial 
order of linitary projections (with respect to the extensional ordering) is a 
domain, that we shall write Fp, and that this domain is embedded in 
[D + D] [22]. We obtain an embedding-projection pair (QO, Y,) from Fp 
into D, from the composition of this embedding-projection from Fp into 
[D + D] with (@, Y). We now take for the interpretation of the set U the 
image of QO, which we again call U. This should cause no real confusion. 
Notice that we do not interpret the type of types U by the “universal” 
domain D. 

In the sequel, it will be convenient to use the “uncurried” notation 
“fix, y)” for “J(x)(y).” If a E U, then a defines a linitary projection yl,(a) 
and hence a subdomain of D, namely the image of this linitary projection 
T(a) = {x~ D) !PU,(a)(x) =x}. Notice that T(a) is a subdomain of the 
“universal domain” D. Furthermore, a E U, and that if a < b in U then T(a) 
is a subdomain of T(b). The family T(x), XE U, is a good example of a 
continuous family of domains over a domain. 

Each T(a), for a E U, is embedded in the “universal domain” D, where 
the embedding is the inclusion map, and the projection is defined by 
x H Y&a, x). If b E T(a) + U, since D + D is embedded into D, there 
is a “canonical” embedding of l7,:,,,,. T(b(x)) into D. Explicitly, the 
embedding is defined in the following way: let f E ZZ,: T,O). T(b(x)), then the 
image of f under this embedding is defined by x H f( !P,,(x, a)). The 
definition of the projection is: for f E D + D, the image of f under the 
projection is defined by x H YY,(b, f(x)). This embedding will define an 
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element of Fp, hence an element of U by QO, that we shall write as ~(a, b). 
Explicitly, we have ~(a, b) = @(Ax. @(AZ. Y(b( Y(a, z)), Y(x, Y(a, z))))). By 
construction, we have that T(K(u, b)) is isomorphic to Z7X:r,oj. T(b(x)) and 
App, Lambda are notation for the two halves of this isomorphism. We 
lind that, if CE T(R(u, b)), and de T(a), then App(c, d)= Y(c, d), and if 
CEflx:T,a,. T(b(x)), then Lambda(c) = @(lx. c( !#‘,,(a, x))). 

We can check the desired equalities. For c E r(n(a, b)) we have 
c = @(Y(c) 0 (Y,(a))). Indeed, we have 

c = Y(u(u, b), c) 

= @(AZ. ‘Y(b(Wa, z)), Vc, ff’(a, z)))). 

Hence Y(c) = lz. Y(b( Y(a, z)), Y(c, Y(a, z))) and Y(c)0 YU,(a) = Y(c), 
since Y(a) 0 Yu,(a) = Y(a), because a E U, so that 

Lambda(App(c)) = @( Y(c)0 Ye(a)) 

= @(W’(c)) 

= c. 

For the other equality, we suppose that c E Z7,: T,oj. T(b(x)), and then 

bp(LambWc)) = y(@(c~(yo(a)))) 

= c 0 Yu,(a) 

= c. 

Finally, we build an element u E U so that T(U) = U. We take u = 
@,,(@,, 0 Yu,). Since 4p0 0 YO E Fp, we have u E U. And x E T(U) if, and only if, 
XE D and CD& Y,(x)) = x, hence if, and only if, x E U. By definition of 
equality of domain, we get T(U) = U. 

Since one can interpret second-order I-calculus in this calculus, we get a 
model for second-order &calculus (and the reader can check that what we 
get in this way is indeed the model described in [ 11). 

1.3. An Example 

As an example, we shall show that, in general, the interpreation of l7a.q 
which here is T(rr(u, id)), is a non-trivial domain. This is significant because 
it shows that we get an essentially different model with the categorical 
approach, since there the interpretation of ncl. c1 is the trivial domain. Since 
T(a(u, id)) is isomorphic to Z7,:,. T(x), it is enough to show that 
17,:“. T(x) is not trivial if U is not trivial (that is if D is not trivial). Let 
a E U be an element different from 1. Then, if XE U, we have 
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Y(x, U)E T(x), by definition of T(x). It results that Ix. !P(x, a) E 
n,.: U. T(x), and we have 1x. Y(x, a) # I, since a # 1. 

The intuitive explanation of the difference between the models is that in 
the linitary projection model we restrict ourselves to domains that are 
finitary projections of a given “big” domain, and the only morphisms we 
allow are inclusions (and not arbitrary embeddings). We thus get a small 
category that is isomorphic to the domain Fp(D) of linitary projections 
over D. This category is a subcategory (but not a full one) of the category 
DEP via the inclusion functor. A dependent type becomes a continuous 
function f from Fp(D) = U into itself which defines, by composition with 
this inclusion functor, a dependent domain over the domain U. We can 
then see that the general definition of the product of a dependent domain 
given previously will specialise itself to T(n(u, S)). This explains why the 
interpretation of rc~ . c1 is bigger in the linitary projection model: when we 
consider Fp(D) as “the” category of domains, we forget the morphisms that 
are not inclusions (for instance, non-trivial automorphisms). In a sense, the 
categorical model is a refinement of this model where we take into account 
embeddings that are not inclusions. 

8. QUESTIONS AND COMPARISONS WITH RELATED WORK 

We want first to describe why Girard’s model [8,4] follows the same 
pattern as our present model. The idea is to translate all our definitions to 
the stable framework of [2]. That is, instead of requiring the continuity of 
functors and functions, we require further that pull-backs are preserved, a 
property called stability. In place of the extensional ordering on functions, 
we take the stable ordering. In place of natural transformations between 
functors we take Cartesian natural transformations. We can then work in 
the category DIEP [2,8], or in the full subcategories of qualitative domains 
or coherent spaces [8]. The relationship with the work of J. Y. Girard is 
then explained by a general result due to E. Moggi, which we state in the 
following special case: 

PROPOSITION 24. Let F be a stable functor from DIEP to DIEP, then a 
family <tx>x.DI EP is a continuous and stable section of F if, and only if, it is 
uniform, that is F(f )” (t y) = tx whenever f E DIEP(X, Y). 

We need first to express what a stable section is. A simple calculation of 
pull-backs in the Grothendieck libration of F shows that (f, g, u, u) is a 
pull-back diagram, with f E (T, t) + (X, x), g E (T, t) + (Y, y), u E (X, x) -+ 
(Z,z) and o~(Y,y)+(Z,z) (that is, feDIEP(T,X), gEDIEp(T, Y), 
UEDI~~(X,Z), UEDI~~(Y,Z), and F(f)L(tr)GrX, F(g)L(tT)<tY, 
F(uJL (tx) d r,, and F(~)~(f,,)<t~), if, and only if, tT.=F(f)R(fX) A 
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F(g) R (t r). The key fact is that if f E DI EP( X, Y) then we can always find a 
domain 2 and two morphisms u, u E DIEP( Y, 2) such that they form a 
pull-back diagram. This is clear if we think in terms of the representation 
using event structures of dZ-domains (see Section 3 of [4]). By expressing 
the stability condition for this diagram, we get the uniformity of (lx). 

The stable model leads to a “smaller” interpretation. For instance, in all 
the known stable models, the interpretation of ZZcc.cc -P c1 is the two-point 
domain. In the model presented in this paper, this turns out to be infinite, 
since it contains the following “continuous” operations indexed by an 
integer n:fx(x) =x if x bounds more than n finite elements andf,(x) = I 
if x does not bound more than n finite elements (these are examples of 
“parametric” operations that are not uniform). It is not clear whether or 
not these “non-uniform” operations are interesting. It seems that all the 
terms we get from the syntax of the second-order Il-calculus are uniform, 
and so the stable model may be helpful in producing fully abstract models. 

A question raised by the last example is whether or not the inter- 
pretation of a given syntactic type is an effectively given domain [26]. We 
do not even know actually what the precise form is of the interpretation of 
Z7cr.a -+ u (are there elements other then the ones given?). This question 
may be asked of the stable models too [8,4]. It was one of the motivations 
in introducing the notion of coherent domain [S], since, in this case it 
is possible to give an “explicit” description of the interpretation of the 
syntactic types. 

An important general question is the connection between these “models” 
and the general definition of a model for second-order A-calculus given in 
[S]. A surprising point is that, strictly speaking, the present model and 
Girard’s models, as well, are not models in the sense of Bruce and Meyer 
(this was pointed out to us by E. Moggi). Indeed, it seems essential that the 
collection of types is interpreted as a category, and not as a set. This 
cannot be done if we follow verbatim the Bruce and Meyer definition. This 
is to be contrasted with the finitary projection model of [l], which is a 
model for the Bruce and Meyer definition. This adds weight to the 
proposal of Seely of a more general definition of model [24,5], and, 
indeed, our construction is a model [S] in his sense. It also would be 
possible to generalise the definition of Bruce and Meyer slightly following 
the ideas developed in [2], so that this definition becomes equivalent to 
Seely’s definition. 

We also may ask what are the relationships with other known models for 
polymorphism. For instance, the ideal model of [13] or models in the 
effective topos (see, for instance, [ 111). In contrast with the effective topos 
model [ 113, our model is a direct extension of that commonly used in the 
denotational semantics of programming languages and it allows us to 
handle recursion at all types. 
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In our construction, we made the choice to use the category of embed- 
ding-projection pairs rather than arbitrary left adjoints. The constructions 
go through in the same way for with this category in place of embeddings. 
For instance, we get a simple model by taking complete algebraic lattices 
and left adjoints, where the interpretation of the polymorphic identity type 
has only three points, as expected (see [S] for a brief description of this 
model). We do not understand the relationship between this model and the 
one presented in detail here. Notice that this choice does not appear in the 
stable case (as noticed by A. Pitts), due to the following remark: if a stable 
function f: D + D is greater than id, for the stable ordering, then, this 
function is equal to the identity. Indeed, we have, for x E D, x < f(x) hence, 
by stability, x = f(x) A id&-(x)), that is, x = f(x). From this, we deduce 
that a left adjoint is, in the stable case, an embedding. 

We have explained the central role Grothendieck fibrations and 
continuous sections play in the interpretation of polymorphism. Our 
presentation has been deliberately based on examples and on one model in 
particular; a new model for polymorphism has been worked out in 
considerable detail. From another point of view, we have probably not 
been abstract enough. It is not yet clear what the right framework is in 
which to encompass and relate the full range of models and what 
techniques to use to home-in on the model appropriate to meet certain 
requirements like full abstraction. 

RECEIVED September 29, 1987; ACCEPTED February 23, 1988 
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